Walking the Aryan Spirit

Dr. Monica Gulati

We have heard of the ‘Heroic Heart’, ‘the Warrior Spirit’ in spiritual literature. When it comes to practically being the Heroic
Heart or the warrior Spirit, we feel at times that we are not the
ones, there are other special ones who are Heroic or have the
warrior spirit, but not us!
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Well, the Aryan spirit, or the Heroic Heart is our Truth, it’s our
birthright, no matter who we are or where we are placed.

An online workshop organised by NAMAH, the Journal of Integral Health

Let us explore and begin to walk the path of the Aryan, the Hero,
the Warrior, as our Masters and Mystics have pointed out to us.

6 to 9 September
4.00 - 5.30 pm IST

Day 1 - Understanding the Aryan Spirit / the
Warrior/ the Hero
Day 2 - True Sacrifice on the Path
Day 3 - Awakening the Warrior in us
Day 4 - Dissolving Doubts to Clarity and Faith

Workshop fee: Rs. 1,800 https://rzp.io/l/KTWAwP8kY
$27
https://www.paypal.com/cgi-bin/webscr?cmd=_s-xclick&hosted_button_id=CUW29336K8WMG
Zoom link and passcode will be circulated in the morning of 6th September
FOR BANK TRANSFER
Account: NAMAH | Account no: 1235498160 | Type: Savings | Bank: Central Bank of India | IFSC: CBIN0281354
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About the facilitator:
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Dr. Monica Gulati is an immunologist by training,
who realised that scientific research was not her
calling while studying at the University of Zurich.
Cancer was her wake-up call: it made her realise
that her truth was the Way of the Heart. She lives
fearlessly through every movement, reading every
inner message in meeting the challenges of existence.
A relentless explorer, she feels graced to be on this
inner journey, hand-in-hand with her fellow-travellers.

6 to 9 September
4.00 - 5.30 pm IST
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Let us explore and begin to walk the path of the Aryan,
the Hero, the Warrior, as our Masters and Mystics have
pointed out to us.
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Find your joy and satisfaction
in being of service to the Divine’s
work upon earth...

THE MOTHER

“Whoever makes that choice, whoever seeks to climb from level to level
up the hill of the Divine, fearing nothing, deterred by no retardation or
defeat, shrinking from no vastness because it is too vast for his intelligence,
no height because it is too high for his spirit, no greatness because it is
too great for his force and courage, he is the Aryan, the divine fighter and
victor, the noble man, aristos, best, the srestha of the Gita.”

~Sri Aurobindo
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